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Cloud Managed Networking - 
nowConnect Cloud Managed. 
Manage multiple sites from a single interface that is 
accessible from anywhere, using connected device.

Combining 
best-
of- breed 
hardware 
with an 
intuitive 
online 
interface.

nowConnect

Given the higher performance, ease of 
use, reliability, and operating efficiency of 
managing networks from the cloud, every 
business should consider moving their 
network management to the cloud. 

Cloud offers speed and continuous delivery 
of new capabilities and provides secure 
environments that can handle the most risk-
sensitive customers. 

You can manage multiple sites, users, 
and devices from a single point, enabling 
employees to work flexibly from any location. 
This is important not only now, during the 
pandemic, but also in the future as we see 
many businesses moving to hybrid working 
models.

Run your business network 
remotely through resources in the 
cloud.

CLOUD MANAGED

 An all-in-one solution – no extra boxes, 
no controllers, and no extra licenses 
needed. 

 Unmatched visibility and control with 
traffic analytics to client fingerprinting, 
motion heat maps, and more. 

 Enterprise performance with the 
simplicity of the cloud with a large 
portfolio of APs, antennas, and 8x8 Wi-Fi 
6 APs

 

 Simplified optimisation and solve issues 
quickly with live troubleshooting tools

 Block vulnerabilities quickly and profit 
from industry leading technologies

 With open APIs you can automate 
processes, integrate with 3rd parties, 
build advanced monitoring & alerting 
capabilities.



Nowcomm will work with 
your team to ensure that 
the best solution, design 
and implementation 
method is chosen.
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nowConnect

Security
Create a secure network environment with 
Cisco Secure products integrations. Nowcomm 
adopt a zero-trust strategy when designing 
networks, this ensures that only valid end-
users have access to the resources they need 
to consume.

Insights
Our cloud architectures deliver powerful 
insight and includelive tools integrated directly 
into the dashboard, giving instant analysis of 
performance, connectivity, and more.  

Deployment 
nowConnect Cloud Managed offers a 
variety of solutions to suit your needs, 
including bany type of Meraki devices. This 
flexibility is intended to match business 
strategy requirements as well as providing 
network administrators with a single point of 
management. 

Book 20-minutes with 
nowConnect Solutions 
Architect.  ARROW-RIGHT

CLOUD MANAGED

nowcomm’s approach
Customer experience is at the heart of our 
strategy and our focus is fixed firmly on helping 
you every step of the way and delivering solution 
that is best suited to your unique requirements.

A full analysis of requirements

Cisco’s validated designs

Review and test before delivery

Health Monitoring and Management Fund

Configuration advice and guidance

Flexibility and licence management 

ARROW-RIGHT

Nowcomm offer two management models for the 
operation of a Cloud Managed solution in production. 
These are:

 Fully Managed - a complete managed end to 
end solution requiring no in-house skills to from 
your organisation. 

 Co-Managed - for customers who would prefer 
to be more hands on with the day to day running 
of the network and any changes required, with 
Nowcomm professional services available.

nowConnect

CUSTOMER

Managed 
Meraki 

Infrastructure

Subscription 
Based 

Infrastructure

High 
Performance 

Secure Access

Intelligence 
Added to 

Wires-Only 
Service

Secure 
High-Speed 
Networks

Scalable 
Performance for 
Servers & Apps

AS-A-SERVICE                  CLOUD MANAGED 
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